Debaters Meet Rhode Island State College

Continuing its full program of activities, the Debating Society will engage Rhode Island State College this afternoon over WNYC at 3 o'clock. Yeshiva College will be represented by Mr. Minkoff and Abraham Greenfield, both of '42, who will uphold the negative of the current N. A. T. S. topic: "Resolved, that the Federal Government Should Suspend Labor Unions in the United States."

The half-hour radio program will consist of a fifteen-minute debate, with the remaining time devoted to an open forum instead of the usual rebuttal. "What limitations on civil liberties are justified by war conditions?" was under consideration before the congregationrawl Israel of Kearny, N. J., last year. Rutgers-Yeshiva debate on March 4. The American Union, Yeshiva, C'hor Chiel '43 and Reuben Siegel '42, discussed this question with reference to the attitude of the press, while the Rutgers team analyzed the press and speech angles. A symposium was based on both.

On the same night, Yeshiva opposed Queens College in a home debate. Melvin Rosenberg '42 and Joseph Karasick '43 upheld the negative of the aforementioned N. A. T. S. topic.

"Two young ladies acted as hostesses to the members of the debating team at the College of New Rochelle the evening of March 2. Then Hazel Miller and Allen Mandelbaum argued the negative of the resolution: The Importance of United States' Army Defense Being Over-Emphasized."

Irvin Gordon, manager of the society, announced that debating schedule has not yet been completed and more debates have been arranged through April.

The bureau is headed by Jerome Fishman '42, assisted by Joseph Spitzer '44 and Harry Miller.

Financial Office Transferred

Beginning March 15, all financial offices of Yeshiva and Yeshiva College are to be located at 331 Avenue A New York. The new arrangement will coordinate the Financial Director of Yeshiva College, Mr. Jacob Salzman, with that of the Financial Associate Director of the school, Rabbi Dr. Shilo.

This announcement came through Dean Moses L. Jacobs, a member of the Executive Board.

Mr. Samuel L. Ser, the former Financial Director of the Yeshiva.

First Aid Course Launched Here

Under the sponsorship of Dr. Shelley R. Safir, professor of biology, the first aid course has completed its registration with over fifty students and teachers enrolled. This course was inaugurated in response to the demand of the students for the opportunity to participate in civil defense. 

All-Varsity Show In Lamport Theatre

Set For March 29

The first all-varsity show will take place Sunday, with 29, at the Lamport Theatre. Casts are being selected and rehearsals are under way.

The show will mark the first original all-varsity presentation. Class-Nite being eliminated.

Great regularity of the previous varsity presentations. lofty-topics and Wreck-ruths, the all-varsity show is lasting for this reason. With this plan, the Committee feels that it is in keeping with the requirements of the program.

In accordance with the new ruling, the first two acts are being covered by the Script Committee, consisting of Morris Epstein '43, Henry Margules '43, and Robert Misker '43.

The production, which will be in the hands of the Script Committee, will feature original melodies and incidental music by Emanuel Goldman '43.

The Social Committee includes David Minkoff, director; Morris Epstein, under director and in charge of production; Bernard Reis '43, director of publicity and film. The show is being produced by Irvin Mitchik '43, house manager.

The social committee stressed the fact that free student booklet tickets must be obtained before and a ten cent defense stamp will have to be paid with every ticket.

Committees Named at Council Meeting

During another heated session of the Student Council last Tuesday night, two temporary committees were appointed, awards were reconsidered, and a report of the Debating Society's tour of Eastern seaboard was presented.

Milton Purwin and Irvin Gordon, both of '43, were selected to look into the possibility of having a Yeshiva rite in the late spring. In response to the two recent sports columns in "Commentator," a committee consisting of Joseph Pfeffer '43 and George Leman '44 will determine the advisability of replacing the Yeshiva College varsity with a Yeshiva varsity.

According to the new awards regulations, freshmen on the debating team, that was adopted upon recommendation of the executive and faculty advisers of the society.

The formation of a singing group will be considered at the next meeting. 

S. O. Y. Comic Stars Entertain At Annual Purim Celebration

TWO rows of tables, arrayed with baskets of fruit, cake, and flasks of spirits, constituted the background of the Aronowitz, Gershon and Chagga last Wednesday night in the Dormitory Social Hall opposite the dining room.

Ushered in by Samuel Zaltich '43, president of the S. O. Y. A meeting was settled down for what proved to be an entertaining evening. The thousands fruit, cake, and flasks of spirits, constituted the background of the Aronowitz, Gershon and Chagga last Wednesday night in the Dormitory Social Hall opposite the dining room.

Ushered in by Samuel Zaltich '43, president of the S. O. Y. A. meeting was settled down for what proved to be an entertaining evening. The large groups of students gathered to hear a tremendous burden, and funds received through this annual drive go in large 'non-refund' charity funds, donated to deserving students," Mr. Schafer said.

The editorial announced a plan to centralize the four libraries of the various branches of Yeshiva. The New York City Yeshiva Library serving as the main library. Sommerfield and Library quarters could then be utilized as stock rooms.

"Lives of Physicists" Will Be Issued By Scripta Mathematica

On the 31st of this month, Professor Hen-

Scripta Mathematica, edited by Professor Jacob Zuckerman, will publish a portfolio entitled "Lives of Renowned Physicists" by Professor Henry Margules of Northwestern University. The portfolio will consist of biographies of Newton, Galileo, Huygens, Fresnel, Ampere, and others who have made important contributions in the field of physics. Already, more than 300 copies have been ordered from this publication.

Professor Ginzburg also an-
Something That YOU CAN Do About It

What can the Yeshiva College student, a non-combatant civilian, do, to further the American war effort? Here is one of the suggestions which he does not
Blood for the Red Cross is blood for a soldier who was wounded fighting that college student's battle. Blood for the Red Cross is blood which may provide the dividing line between life and death for some victim of a bombing. Blood for the Red Cross is life blood of logic. Draw logical inference from this fact: that every effort should be made by the students to economize, in order to keep expenses at the lowest possible level.

Of course, we proceed on the premise that the students honorably serve the school at heart. However, the actions of the Dormitory residents do not indicate that they have drawn this logical inference. Waste has, if anything, increased during the past months, we are informed by Mr. Plotnick.

Either our premise is false, or the students are not logical. Not only theoretical; this is one of our propositions, we prefer to attribute the laxity to forgetfulness, and therefore call the matter to student attention.

Editorial

The death of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt will be a great loss to the United States and to the world. F.D.R. was a great leader, and his passing leaves a void that will be difficult to fill.

The death of President Roosevelt is a loss to the American people. He was a man of great wisdom and leadership, and his passing will be felt deeply.

Criticism of the Navy's recently announced plan to employ psychologists who will "enlighten in aviation and related fields...and their methods" was made in a letter today to Secretary of the Navy, Mr. Charles E. Brown. The letter was written by Homer D. Swander, Jr., president of the Student League of America, which has active chapters on the nation's campuses.

Swander, a junior at the University of Michigan and an editor on the college daily, pointed out in his letter that "the Student League, whose members were interventionists long before Pearl Harbor and are still behind any thing which will help in the war effort, vigorously objects to such a program of 'psychological training.'"

"Those of us who are going to fight this war, do not and do not want to, hate the German, Italian or Japanese people. We hate their ideas and what they stand for, certainly. But we also realize that after the war is over we are going to have to live in a world community with the very persons we are now fighting; and we know that engendering hate today will only pave the way for a break-up of the world tomorrow, possibly another war.

"There is this: it is not a battle which must be fought with a concept as negative as hate. We will have to fight the battle of victory if our soldiers and sailors are taught that the United Na-
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The Commentator
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I hereby promise that I will not donate the American Red Cross. I release the Red Cross from any resultant responsibility.
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Twenty years may strike the average individual as a long time, but to the mathematician it is just a drop in the large sea of mathematical thought. With this goes the importance of logical inference which has, if anything, increased during this period.

Why is it that Mr. Joshua Matz relates the details of his twenty years association with Ye-

Bibliography

srael? His book "Calculus and Unnatural" is a manner. Since 1922 Mr. Matz has served the institution officially in the capacity of bookkeeper and mathematics instructor in both high school and college; at the college he has served both official in the capacity of special consultant in matters mathematics, philosophical and confiden-
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Poet Opines
On Future Of Team

(The scepticism to admit to the van-
cill has been repeatedly
ing tapped resources.
A wealth of stout material.
The vanity has drifted
To make a true imperial
Of what has long been laughed at.
A tarrying of the wise and the X.
Will be to any rival
Now that new calf, new blood, new
light.
W'll sponsor his revival.
And with the cheers of mammoth crowds
To spur them on to conquest.
Our Mighty Miles
Will hit the heights
By winning every contest.
Tough men in other learning halls
Can't be bothered with such trifles.
For they're forswearing basketballs
To shorten Army rifles.
Outside teams.
To me it seems
Have been debilitated.
While our own band
Has, strand by strand,
Been well rebuilt.
A combination which should bring
To our singular aggregate.
A long, impressive victory string.
A name, and reputation.
Yes, in the future they'll
Have the psychological stratagem
That more students should take ad-
vantage of the playground.
The way things have worked out it, seems
That only dorm residences use
The room at all.
At this time we're sug-
gestng that a plan be instituted
In the hall of residence.
And the best way to mention
That the high school students should be
erased in their use of the room.
Because every time they lose the place
For the afternoons it looks like an up-to-date version of the
Wreck of the Hesperus.

Newark College
Noses Out Quints

The Quints lost a heart-breaker
Tuesday night to Newark Junior College.
A severe setback
For the latter's court.
Featuring spectacular shooting
Which overshadowed the floor play.
The Blue and White boys scored an average
On every point a minute in the
Last three quarters, but a slow start
In the first period gave the
Vanguards the advantage they held to the end.
The score was 29 to 2 before
Wax, Walsh had a field goal from behind the center court stripe,
But from then on it was a easy victory.

Don't Forget
The Marshall Game

The biggest game of the basketball
Season will be played this Saturday.
When the Quints encoun-
ter the John Marshall College
Squad. The contest, which will be
Presented by a Talmudic Academy
Brooklyn Academy battle, will give
Our boys the chance of avenging
Defeat at the hands of the lawyers
Earlier this season.
The Spuyten Duyvil High School
Gymnasium, located at 1st Avenue
And 15th Street, will be the scene
Of the contest.
Tickets may be procured from class officers
And members of the basketball team.
Stubbing of student tickets will be required to present
Student tickets will not be
Sold at the door, so be sure to
Get your tickets in advance.

New College Club
Handball

The New College Club
Will play their first handball match
This Sunday.

Snappy Soph Outfit Tames
Freshman By Record Score

The sophomores have developed a record, breaking complex both in
team and individual scoring. Jack Green set a new high with points
In leading his team to a record-breaking 52-22 win over the fresh-
men on Wednesday night, March 4th, in the gymnasium.
From the very beginning the smooth working sophs had little
trouble with the freshmen. They immediately took the play away from
their opponents and scored practically
At will.
The score at the end of the first half was 38-11 and the
sophs had high hopes of reaching
60 points.

The second half was the same as the first and
Lehrman continually dropped
In field goals. The sloppy play of the freshmen enabled the sopo-
more to surge toward a new record.
Lehr was high scorer for the team
With 11 points to match Lehrman's score.
Abelow introduces some
close calls as the freshman tried to
dribble toward the wing basket
When he had an easy lay-up shot.

HARRY WONG
FIRST CLASS
AND LAUNDRY

V. CARUSO
Toscanal Vocalist

For The Bensonian Type
418 AUDUBON AVENUE

Across the Street . . .
On Amsterdam Avenue
River Parkway
Hand Laundry

2545 Amsterdam Avenue

Yeshiva Students
Free Mending and Darning
We advertise in Commentator All Year Round

Snapper

Audubon Avenue

The New
Bridge Theatre
St. Nicholas Ave., cor. 178th St.

THURS., SAT., MAR. 14-16
TYRONE POWER - BETTY GRABLE
A YANK IN THE R.A.F.

THURS., TUES., MAR. 14-16
PENNY SERENADE
With IRIS DANCE, CARY GRANT

THE NEW SPIRIT

SUN. to THURS., MAR. 15 to 19
jasper Cooper as
Sargeant York

Eddie Caster - AL JOLSON
Minstrel Days

CO-OP STORE
Fourth Floor, Main Building

The New Skill
$12.50

NEW Skill Action
Conditioned 7-4
HOLLOW-GROUND HEAD
That shows 30% quicker.
Our prices, 95c. and 99c.

The old Skill is out. Why a new?
No more men made with Skill than with
all other makes of electric
mike. Why a new Skill?
Money-back guar-
antees.
Michael Tress
Addresses
School Agudah

Michael G. Tress, president of the
Agudath Israel Youth Organization
of America, addressed the initial
session of the Yeshiva College
chaper of the Zetrai Agudath Is-
rael held on Thursday, Feb. 26, in
the Dormitory Social Hall.
Stressing the inseparability of
"Kehilah" Israel and Agudath Israel,
Tress outlined the cardinal prin-
ciples upon which the organiza-
tion is based.

The Agudah movement was pri-
marily organized to unite into a
strong functioning unit all adher-
ents of traditional Judaism under
the banner of the Torah. In this
spirit it accepts not only the guidance
of its recognized rabbinical authori-
ties on all matters pertaining to
Judaism.

Continuing in the same vein, the
speaker urged the upperclassmen of
altering the tragic plight of our brethren across the seas:

"There is one cardinal fact which stares us in the face,
namely that American Jewry is de-
signed to play a lead role in the peace and needs of its youth are not satisfied.

Orach Reichel "48, who provided
an account on Walter Wurzburger
"44, chairman of the Speakers
Bureau, incited the group in the series of lectures on pertinent Jew-
ish topics.

In keeping with this policy it was
made known that Rabbi Leo Jung
will address the Agudah on Monday,
March 16, in the Dormitory Social
Hall on the topic, "Aguudsma, Its
Theory and Practice."